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Abstract
The double-blind randomized controlled trial (RCT) is accepted by medicine as objective scientific methodology that, when ideally
performed, produces knowledge untainted by bias. The validity of the RCT rests not just on theoretical arguments, but also on the discrepancy between the RCT and less rigorous evidence (the difference is sometimes considered an objective measure of bias). A brief
overview of historical and recent developments in “the discrepancy argument” is presented. The article then examines the possibility that
some of this “deviation from truth” may be the result of artifacts introduced by the masked RCT itself. Can an “unbiased” method produce bias? Among the experiments examined are those that augment the methodological stringency of a normal RCT in order to render
the experiment less susceptible to subversion by the mind. This methodology, a hypothetical “platinum” standard, can be used to judge
the “gold” standard. The concealment in a placebo-controlled RCT seems capable of generating a “masking bias.” Other potential biases,
such as “investigator self-selection,” “preference,” and “consent” are also briefly discussed. Such potential distortions indicate that the
double-blind RCT may not be objective in the realist sense, but rather is objective in a “softer” disciplinary sense. Some “facts” may not
exist independent of the apparatus of their production. © 2001 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The double-blind randomized controlled trial (RCT)
seeks to confer the ideal of scientific exactitude onto clinical experimentation in an effort to attain the objectivity of
the laboratory model. A placebo-controlled RCT is considered medicine’s most reliable method for “representing
things as they really are” [1]. While random error is mathematically estimated, systematic error is minimized by the rigorous application of methodological safeguards, especially
randomization and blinding. Randomization aims to eliminate both unconscious and deliberate human influence on
the assignment of subjects to different groups. Blind assessment ensures that treatment and analysis of outcomes are
not colored by prejudice. Without these precautions, according to the standard epidemiological rationale, deliberate subversions (albeit well intentioned) or “subtle and intangible...subconscious” processes will affect the work of even
the most conscientious researcher [2]. Assumed to be
stripped clean of human bias, the masked (blind) RCT is ac-
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cepted as the gold standard and thus above scrutiny as a potential source of systematic error.
However, it may be that experiments on humans by humans cannot circumvent the distortions and subversion of
human consciousness and subjectivity. Do we need to consider “the effect of the experiment on the subjects themselves?” [3]. Is there a possibility that we need to “begin to
speak of a ‘Heisenberg Principle of [Human Experimental]
Sciences,’ where the very act of setting up controls can alter
the phenomenon sufficiently to yield quite different results?”
[4]. The general adoption of the double-blind RCT was based
on theoretical reasons and intuitive attractiveness rather than
a compelling body of data [5,6], and attempts to systematically investigate its assumed objectivity have been relatively scarce [7]. This article summarizes empirical evidence
pertaining to the RCT’s capacity to produce undistorted and
objective information. Shortcomings of imperfect RCTs are
rarely examined in this essay; its focus is on possible systematic errors intrinsic in even an ideal RCT. Concealment
in placebo-controlled trials is especially discussed in detail.
It may be that every research methodology has inherent and
random artifacts and that “truth” lies buried underneath
multiple approaches.
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2. The discrepancy argument
The primary empirical evidence for the objectivity of the
double-blind RCT lies in the differential outcomes it detects
compared with other research designs. Until very recently,
there was a widespread perception that the absence of the
usual components of the masked RCT will “exaggerate estimates of treatment effects” [8]. Often called a “measure of
bias,” this discrepancy among results achieved through different methodologies was accepted as evidence of the objectivity of a masked RCT [9]. It was generally believed that
identical treatments “are much less likely to be judged efficacious in double-blind, randomized trials than in uncontrolled case series or unblinded, ‘open’ comparisons with
contemporaneous or historical series of patients” [10]. The
difference among treatment effects assessed by different
methodologies can be of “the same magnitude as the observed treatment effect” compared to placebo in a doubleblind, randomized trial [11].
The discrepancy argument was born, both theoretically
and practically, at almost the very inception of concealed
assessment (in fact in the same research report that coined
the phrase “double blind”) [5]. In 1950, Harry Gold and colleagues justified their innovative double-blinding technique
by comparing the experiment’s results with a preliminary,
single-blind pilot study. The pilot study of 19 patients demonstrated that the cardiac drug khellin was dramatically better than placebo pill; a subsequent double-blind study of 39
patients demonstrated no difference between the two groups
[12]. This comparison was the only concrete “empirical evidence” offered by Gold at an influential 1954 conference intended to introduce the emerging research model to the
medical profession [13]. (The conference was also notable
for introducing Freudian vocabulary into the language of
epidemiology by describing “a psychic effect...[and] subtle
mechanism which contrary to best intentions may give rise
to misleading results...and unconscious bias”) [13].
As the blind RCT became more common in the late
1950s and 1960s, researchers often adopted Gold’s validation approach for demonstrating the new method’s objectivity. A series of increasingly sophisticated papers (utilizing
better statistical analyses and a larger number of patients)
was published amidst much rhetoric about the need for scientific rigor. Invariably, it seemed, the more stringent the
methodology (both in terms of randomization and blinding),
the less efficacious the therapy (e.g., [14–19]). These early
reports were used to advocate the adoption of the new research methods [20] and were the basis of the widespread
belief that less rigorous evidence produces higher estimates
of outcomes and favors new treatment.
However, three recent systematic reviews of the discrepancy evidence present a more complex picture. These new
reviews make a compelling case that poor methodology
could either overestimate or underestimate treatment effects. One analysis of these studies [21] included eight post1977 studies that compared randomized and nonrandomized

controlled trials of the same intervention; five showed that
lack of randomization increased the estimate of treatment
efficacy [22–26], two showed a decrease in efficacy
[27,28], and one showed similar effects [29]. In studies that
compared RCTs with non-RCTs across different interventions with diverse outcomes (converted to a standardized effect size) the results were inconsistent in two studies [30,31]
and the third showed no difference between RCTs and nonRCTs [32]. Summarizing the evidence, this review found
that “the deviation can go in either direction with the deviation of estimates of effect for non-randomized trials compared with randomized trials rang[ing] from an underestimation of effect of 76% to an overestimation of effect of
160% [21]. The two other systematic review, using slightly
different entry criteria, one with 18 papers [33] and another
with 14 papers [34], found roughly similar results [35]. It
seemed that neither randomized nor nonrandomized methodologies consistently gave higher estimates of treatment
effect and that variations between random and nonrandom
evidence may not be greater than those between different
RCTs [33].
3. A modified challenge to the
discrepancy argument
The three recent comparisons of outcomes using different methodologies described above have slightly changed
the discrepancy argument. Instead of consistently adjusting
for bias in the direction of inflated estimates of effects, the
methodological safeguards of randomization and blinding
are now considered the “best protection against the unpredictability...of bias” [21]. All three studies comparing rigorous with less rigorous evidence agree that “a large, inclusive, fully blinded RCT...is likely to prove the best possible
evidence of effectiveness” [33].
Two other recent reports challenge the discrepancy argument entirely (at least in terms of randomization). One based
on 5 meta-analyses (99 reports) [36] and another on 19 treatment analyses (53 observational studies and 83 RCTs) [37],
respectively, covering a wide range of therapeutic interventions, found that outcomes of observational studies and RCTs
are “remarkably similar” [36]. Furthermore, one of these
studies found that RCTs for the same condition, intervention
and outcome produce more heterogeneous results then observational studies [36]. The editorial accompanying this pair of
studies, however, has cast doubt on the validity of these conclusions [38]. The discrepancy debate has intensified.
In terms of explanations, the three studies that found discrepancies between randomized and nonrandomized evidence
offered several potential reasons for any difference in outcomes with different methodologies. They included: “chance,
bias, biased reporting and true heterogeneity (discrepancies
due to differences in the participants or interventions in the
randomized and nonrandomized studies)” [39] and preference effects. With the exception of patient preference effects (see discussion below), these distortions are primarily
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considered to be external to the apparatus of the masked
RCT. The two reports that challenge the discrepancy phenomenon (at least in terms of randomization), while not denying the value of RCTs, argued that “research design should
not be considered a rigid hierarchy” and that it is possible to perform accurate observational studies [36]. Also, it was thought
that RCTs may be more valuable for “softer” outcomes where
presumably bias operates more extensively [36].
In terms of blinding, recent comparative assessments remains consistent with the older evidence. Three studies showed
that double-blind RCTs yielded significantly smaller treatment
results than trials that were not double-blind [9,28,40]. Also,
three studies showed that successful concealment of randomization (compared with inadequate concealment of randomization) produces smaller treatment outcomes [9,40,41].
Proper masking seems to create distinct outcomes; the discrepancy argument is intact in this domain.
Neither the modified discrepancy argument nor the absence of discrepancy in randomization argument raise the
possibility that rigorous experimental conditions (especially
blinding) can interact with humans and themselves cause
departures from “truth.” The rest of this article is an attempt
to add an additional layer of complexity to the debate on
what is “factual” evidence in medicine.
4. An overlooked aspect of the discrepancy debate: can
an “unbiased” method produce its own distortions?
Overlooked in the discrepancy debate is that its logic is
circular. It authenticates itself: “the truth is what we find out
in such and such a way. We recognize it as truth because of
how we find it out. And how do we know that the method is
good? Because it gets at the truth” [42]. As one research
team put it: “Unfortunately, there is no gold standard for
judging the effectiveness of therapies apart from [double
blind randomized] clinical trials” [43]. Is it possible that the
exigencies of the double-blind RCT also contribute significant bias? While carefully designed experimental methods
are critical to understanding reality, it may be that when it
comes to conscious beings in health care situations, a residue of irreducible uncertainty can unpredictably cloud even
an ideal scientific methodology.
There is no question that selection and measurement bias
seriously distort research findings. However, the discrepancy argument traditionally goes one questionable step further: it assumes that any differences between masked RCTs
and other research methods are due to deficiencies in the
less stringent method. The ideal masked RCT is a priori
considered a perfect tool and always innocent of any contribution to distortions from “reality.” On the other hand,
those who have recently challenged the discrepancy argument have not raised the possibility that ideal experimental
conditions (especially the use of concealment) can influence
clinical endpoints in unpredictable ways.
While most advocates of RCTs realize that outcomes in
experiments in such a contrived set-up may not be the same
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as in ordinary clinical practice [44], the idea that the masked
RCT “itself can give rise to biased results about outcomes
[may] come as shock to many people” [45]. Does its demanding apparatus not eliminate the foibles of the mind?
Yet human awareness and its potential distortion continues
to operate even within the rarefied environment of a concealed RCT. One prominent researcher has called the conditions of an RCT “anathema to the human spirit” and has
further said they “annoy human nature: [46]. Randomly
subjecting a person to a milieu of hidden exposures and then
spotlighting him or her with relentless observation does not
nurture normalcy, nor does it isolate humans from their
mental processes. Participants in RCTS are not immune to
any “unconscious” processes that subvert science in less
stringent experiments.
There are several ways in which the masking component
in an ideal double-blind RCT could introduce bias into a
trial. Knowledge that one has a chance of receiving placebo
may introduce in a patient’s perceptions uncertainty sufficient to decrease the magnitude of the response to either drug or
placebo. Conversely, participation in an RCT may heighten sensitivity and vigilance on the part of either clinician or subject,
thereby increasing the detection of beneficial (or adverse) responses. Participation in an RCT may create ambivalence, confusion, passivity, or absence of commitment among subjects
(what researchers have called “resentful demoralization”
[47] and “voluntary submission” [48]); any such factors
could contribute to unpredictable reactions.
Further complicating matters, some of this reaction or reverberation may differentially affect the potency of drug
and dummy controls. For example, vigilance may increase
the drug effect and decrease the placebo response, or vice
versa. Thus, there is potential for postrandomization forces
to undermine the ability of the randomization process to
create equivalent comparison groups [49,50]. This interference would also undermine the important assumption that in
an RCT the placebo effect in the treatment arm equals the
placebo effect of the placebo arm, an assumption that allows
for commonly performed statistical tests [20].
5. Testing the temper of the gold standard: is there a
“masking bias”?
Any external standard used in order to be “more objective” and verify the validity of the masked RCT would have
to erect an even higher barrier to the subversive threat of human subjectivity. One theoretical example of this hypothetical “platinum” standard would be a trial in which both the
patients and the dispensing physician were unaware that
they were involved in a blind RCT. If patients were randomized to either “platinum” or routine RCT, one could compare results and thus test the temper of the gold standard.
For ethical reasons, this option of concealment is generally
not possible. Nonetheless, there have been several instances
where versions, sometimes fragmentary, of this model have
been tried. Although still rudimentary and seriously limited,
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collective results raise the possibility that the masked RCT,
especially in relationship to concealment, does not ensure
objective results: “reality” according to the gold standard
may be different from the “reality” of the platinum standard.
Two experiments were performed in France immediately
before informed consent became mandatory there in 1990.
In the first trial, 30 carefully matched pairs of hospitalized
patients with insomnia were randomly assigned to a doubleblind RCT. Patients in one group and participating nurses
were informed that the trial would compare a new hypnotic
benzodiazepine drug to placebo (six patients in the informed group refused to participate). Patients in the
matched control group were not informed that they were in
a study.
Both groups of patients were given a single dose of placebo 1 or 2 h before sleep (by a nurse unaware of administering dummy pill to all) and were evaluated the next morning. The “control” patients (those unaware of being in an
experiment) experienced hypnotic activity significantly
higher than those in the informed group (P ⬍ .05) [51].
While interesting, this result is not necessarily surprising; it is sometimes thought that the magnitude of nonspecific effects may be different in RCTs [44]. Also, one could
assume that any “distortions” of the placebo effect under informed consent would be similarly distributed to those on
active treatment and those on placebo pill and therefore
would be inconsequential in determining a drug–placebo
difference. Still, the mitigation of therapeutic benefit by informed consent could well be a hidden source of “bias.”
A subsequent French trial expanded on this earlier trial
and concurrently examined both active drug and placebo
under the two different standards. Secretly, 49 consecutive
hospitalized patients with mild or moderate cancer pain (not
requiring opiates) were randomly chosen to be informed—
or not informed—of their participation in a randomized,
double-blind, placebo–controlled, crossover experiment
[52]. Completely unaware of the experiment, 25 “control”
patients received naproxen and placebo pill in random order
(they thought they were receiving routine care for pain).
Eighteen of 24 in the informed group (seven refused to participate) agreed to enter an identically designed experiment
under routine double-blind RCT conditions. The outcome
measured was visual analog scales of pain 60, 120 and 180
min after taking the pill. In the informed group, both the
naproxen and placebo were significantly more effective
than in the unaware group (P⫽.012) (Fig. 1). In fact, the
placebo intervention in the informed group was significantly more effective than the naproxen in the unaware
group!
In terms of the differential effect of informed consent on
placebo, the outcome of this experiment is exactly the opposite of the previous sleep study. Here, concealment decreased placebo response. (In this case, informed consent
seemed to initiate a swamping effect reminiscent of the
“Hawthorne effect” first reported by industrial psychologists [53,54]). More importantly, however, this second trial

Fig. 1. Changes (mm) in 100 mm pain visual analogue scales after
naproxen and after placebo in patients with (n ⫽ 18) and without (n ⫽ 25)
information concerning the crossover placebo-controlled study (zero is
given by the pain score at time 0). Reprinted from Bergmann JF et al. A
randomised clinical trial of the effect of informed consent on the analgesic
activity of placebo and naproxen in cancer pain. Clinical Trials and MetaAnalysis 1994;29:41–47, with permission from Elsevier Science.

provides evidence that knowledge of being in a masked
RCT versus concealed randomization (i.e., absence of
knowledge of informed consent) can affect the treatment results of the placebo arm and active drug disproportionately.
If knowledge of concealment differentially affected the active drug and placebo, then it seems that masking can introduce a secondary, postrandomization variable into the experiment. It seems that the platinum standard can produce
an outcome very different from the outcomes produced by
the gold standard! Also the circumstantial sensitivity and
variability of the placebo effect (in this trial, in the previous
one and in the examples below) raises the possibility that a
different amount of placebo response can be embedded in
the drug arm versus the placebo arm of an RCT. (It should
be noted that this trial could almost be considered platinum
standard but for a lack of clarity in the report as to whether
the researchers were unaware of the patient’s group assignment at the time of evaluation).
The French researchers jettisoned informed consent to
enhance the concealment of a normal blind RCT. A second
line of research in the United States used another sort of deception to study whether dummy controls affect cognitive
awareness sufficiently to cause placebo intervention and/or
drugs to have actions different from those in nonexperimental settings.
In the first of these experiments, 100 volunteers were recruited and told they might receive a real drug or a placebo
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pill. Half were then told that they would be enrolled in a
double-blind trial in which they would receive either placebo (decaffeinated coffee) or active drug (caffeinated coffee). The other half were deceptively informed that they
would be receiving real coffee. All subjects were then administered placebo. Subjects were tested for alertness, tension, motor performance, pulse rate, systolic blood pressure,
and certainty of having consumed caffeine.
Unexpectedly, the double-blind administration of the
placebo produced effects that in most instances were different from—and usually opposite to—those produced by clinical administration of placebo, when people are not given
reason to doubt that they are receiving a pharmacologically
active agent [55]. For example, deceptive administration of
the placebo resulted in a significant increase in pulse rate
(P⬍.05) and increase in alertness (P⬍.003) compared with
double-blind administration. In this experiment, which—
like the first French trial—examined only placebo, it appears
that the certainty of receiving a drug maximizes a placebo effect, and that the introduction of doubt as to whether or not
one has received a real treatment diminishes the effect.
To examine both real drug and placebo in a masked RCT
another team of researchers elaborated on this method of
deception. Seventy-two smokers quit smoking and gave informed consent indicating that they would receive either
nicotine gum or dummy treatment. They were then randomly assigned in a 3 ⫻ 2 design to six distinct groups. The
three horizontal groups were distinct cognitive sets: a) told
they were receiving nicotine gum (i.e., clinical practice conditions); b) told they were receiving placebo gum; and c)
told they would receive either nicotine or placebo gum (i.e.,
placed under normal double-blind conditions). Vertically,
the groups were divided by receiving medication or placebo. Outcome measures included smoking behavior, withdrawal effects, amount of gum used, and self-reported effects of the gum. Nicotine appeared to increase quit rates
and perceived drug effects under “experimental” conditions,
but not under “therapeutic” conditions (P⬍.05) [56]. [A
trend for interaction between cognitive state and other
smoking variables (e.g., withdrawal symptoms and self-administration of nicotine gum) was also detected but did not
reach statistical significance.] One of the conclusions of the
authors was that the trial apparatus was not neutral: drug effects under clinical conditions were different from those under double-blind conditions.
A third experiment essentially replicated the 3 ⫻ 2 design of the nicotine experiment with caffeine. After informed
consent, 100 subjects were randomly assigned to one of the
following groups: a) informed they would receive caffeine
citrate; b) informed that they would receive a decaffeinated
preparation; or c) informed that they would receive either a
caffeinated or a decaffeinated beverage (double-blind condition) [57]. They were then randomly given either drug or no
active drug. Measurements were taken over 15, 30, and 45
min. Outcome measures included blood pressure, pulse rate,
alertness, tension, and certainty of receiving caffeine.
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Cognitive states interacted with drug and placebo on at
least several outcome measures at all measurement points.
For example, subjects who had been told they were not receiving caffeine reported being significantly less alert than
those who were told they were receiving caffeine (P⬍.01)
or those who were given double-blind instructions (P⬍.05).
Subjects who were told they would receive caffeine and in
fact did receive caffeine reported significantly greater tension than subjects in any other groups (P⬍.01). Subjects
given double-blind instruction had significantly lower diastolic blood pressure than subjects who had been either informed or misinformed about the content of their beverages
(P⬍.05). The presence of caffeine was reliably discriminated only by subjects who had been given double-blind instructions. Because of the radically different outcomes that
the cognitive context of drug consumption produced, the authors considered that their result, in conjunction with the
nicotine experiment above, showed that double-blind studies may lead to erroneous conclusions about the clinical effects of particular drugs.
These three experiments were preceded and inspired by
an earlier line of controlled experiments where it was shown
that many active drugs could be distinguished by subjects
only if they knew what to expect: complete concealment
dramatically changed pharmacological effects [58]. Experiments with such drugs and phenmetrazine [59], epinephrine
[60], amphetamine [61] and chloral hydrate [61] consistently demonstrated the importance of expectation as therapeutic adjunct. Also bronchoactive substances (isoproterenol and carbachol in aerosol) produced greater airway
reactivity when the cognitive state was consonant with the
pharmacologic action of the drugs [62,63]. In all these
cases, those deprived of expectation experienced significantly diminished physiological effects from drugs. The alcohol literature also points in the same direction: when
individuals have expectations that are contrary to the pharmacological effects of the drug, it is expectations rather than
the drug’s pharmacology that usually prevail [64,65]. Also
supporting this evidence that cognitive states can interact
with drug effects are even earlier experiments that showed
that potent physiological effects can be reversed under deceptive conditions. For example, Wolf showed that subject
misled about a drug’s effect could experience cholinergic
reactions from atropine or an antiemetic effect from ipecac
[66]. In all these cases, concealment or changes in cognitive
awareness had impacts on active medication. Masking was
not a “neutral” device.
These experiments on concealment are intriguing—but
even taken together—are not ultimately persuasive. They
mainly concern short-term effects that may not be applicable to a genuine long-term RCT. Also, they mainly concern
subjective end-points, which are especially susceptible to
placebo effects {measurement error. It is unclear in what
circumstances the results would apply. Nonetheless, they
suggest that masking may not be neutral and that concealment in an RCT may produce a “masking bias.”
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6. “Investigator self-selection,” “preference” and other
sources of bias in RCTs
Besides a possible “masking” bias, the RCT apparatus
can generate other sources of potential bias. Some of these
potential problems are rarely discussed. Others are well
known (especially those that deal with circumstances that
affect the external validity of the trial and are perhaps less
pertinent in a discussion of an “ideal” RCT) and have been
extensively described elsewhere (e.g., [67]). A very brief review of some of these potential internal and external confounders may be helpful in summarizing the possibility that
an RCT can introduce its own deviations from “truth.”
In RCTs, patients are always randomized, while researchers rarely are. This could create and “investigator
self-selection” bias. It has been noted that clinical researchers are not typical of regular practitioners [44]. Some evidence exists that different providers elicit different placebo
responses. For example, one study has shown that two different researchers when they gave placebo pills either consistently increased or consistently decreased patient’s gastric secretions [68]. Such differential effects have been
confirmed in other studies that made the physician the interdependent variable [69,70]. Prospective RCTs have demonstrated that different styles of health care produce measurable differences in outcomes [71,72]. Two experiments
even observed that practitioner behavior and attitude can interact unequally with active drug and placebo and reverse
the ability of an RCT to register a drug–placebo difference
[73,74]. Some researchers have even begun to speak of the
necessity “to select random samples of both patients and
therapists” [75] or perform a physician “run-in” phase in
RCTs to ensure that any special characteristics of providers
not threaten the integrity of a trial [76].
Randomization necessarily eliminates preference, intentionality and a sense of control. However, the essence of
clinical decision-making is choice, and the process in which
a treatment regimen is negotiated between physician and
patient may itself confer a therapeutic benefit [45]. The psychosocial literature gives indirect support to this thesis [77]
and the adherence literature points out that the act of compliance with any treatment, including placebo, affects not
only symptom relief, but also hard outcomes, such as survival [78,79]. It may be that the elimination of options, tailoring to individual preferences, and emotional investment
in the selected treatment choice systematically distort some
RCT outcomes. This potential “preference bias” may be
even more critical in unblind “participative” interventions,
including self-monitoring, diet, exercise programs, or counseling, where a strong subject preference for—or aversion
to—a particular treatment may change treatment effect [80].
Human behavioral reactions to the randomization process itself may contribute to systematic error. As Alvan
Feinstein has pointed out, unlike agricultural plots, human
subjects in RCT volunteer, an act that may render them unrepresentative of a random sample [81]. Numerous studies

have shown that many patients eligible for RCTs do not
consent to participate, and that these patients are not homogenous with those who enter trials [82–84]. Those who
refuse to volunteer may differ in important prognostic features [85,86]. A recent study suggests that subjects participating in RCTs evaluating treatment of medical conditions
tend to be not as affluent, not so well educated, and not as
healthy as those who do not and also that the opposite is true
for prevention trials [33]. Because subjects in an RCT are a
subset of the patient population, “nonconsent bias” may create a discrepancy between the RCT outcome and the clinical
outcome because the clinical population may contain a different spectrum of patients than those who participated in
the trial [36,87–89]. Some have argued that such a bias
could conceivably change a significant result into a nonsignificant one or even reverse the direction of outcome
[90,91].
Another “consent bias” can also exist. Evidence suggests
that the extensive disclosure requirements of informed consent in RCTs may significantly increase adverse effects and
drop-out rates [92–94].

7. Conclusion: is the double-blind RCT objective?
The masked RCT attempts to provide a method that can
free medical research from the fallibility of the human
mind. Some experimental evidence shows that masking
cannot completely neutralize the potential distortions of human consciousness and subjectivity. Such bias may threaten
the internal validity of information produced. Preference effects also have this potential. Human behavior, such as a patient’s refusal to enter trials or the researcher’s reluctance to
randomize practitioners, can also generate bias that threatens the external validity of RCTs. The simple fact may be
that humans are effected by experimental conditions in unpredictable ways. Although far from conclusive and with
many limitations, the available evidence presented in this
article concerning the potential of placebo–controlled RCTs
to produce bias prompts the question whether the masked
RCT may produce its own deviations from truth. It seems
that the most “rigorous” evidence may produce deviations
from the “truth.”
The claim that the RCT is objective may fall short of a
“hard” correspondence with reality. Still, the blind RCT
may be objective in a “softer” or disciplinary sense: it is a
standardized, explicit, replicable, and impersonal procedure
that defines unambiguous and formal norms for medical researchers. Its system of rules minimizes the need for personal trust and subjective judgment and “limit[s] the exercise of [personal] discretion” [95].
Undoubtedly, the double-blind RCT is the least subjective
and most impersonal procedure ethically possible now. It may
be the closest thing medicine has to a “technology of trust” [96].
But “fairness” rather than “truth” may be its central value [97].
Its objectivity may be closer to what one modern philosopher
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calls “inner realism,” a practical, more modest claim that takes
“experimental facts” and acts as if they are truth [98].
The intention of this article has not been to discredit the
masked RCT, but to foster a balanced discussion of research
methods. Any method of evidence production (from gold to
the baser metals) has its own potential distortions; each
needs to be weighed and studied. It may be that in some circumstances even the best instruments of detection effect the
phenomena being measured and that medical “facts” may
not exist independent of the apparatus of their production.
While a gold standard is valuable, any worshipping at an altar of a golden calf, like the Biblical Exodus story, may obscure “reality.” Giving any research method, including double-blind RCTs “a sanctified scientific status can be an
obstacle “to improving the basic structure and evidence of
trials” [99]. Unless one is aware of a research methodology’s potential weaknesses, scientific activity can become a
mechanical ritual.
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